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JOB FAMILY: Library FLSA STATUS: Non-Exempt 

JOB CODE: XX SALARY RANGE: $XXX - $XXX 

UNION CODE: XX PROBATION PERIOD: XX 

 

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY: 

This class is the fourth level in a six-level Library Series devoted to providing public library services. 
Incumbents provide journey-level professional library services to the public. As assigned, work may 
include reference searches; collection development and purchasing; planning, executing and promoting 
programs; developing, planning and coordinating events; opening/closing the library; scheduling library 
staff; instructing patrons in the use of reference resources; maintaining and evaluating ongoing resources 
for the library; advising the public on use of library materials; promoting library services with community 
and school groups; assisting with budget oversight in an assigned area; and maintenance of 
bibliographic databases and other digital resources. 

 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: 

This classification is distinguished from the Library Services Supervisor in that it provides journey-level 
professional library services and does not supervise. 

 

SUPERVISION EXERCISED / SUPERVISION RECEIVED: 

Receives general supervision and is expected to prioritize work to meet deadlines and to keep the 
supervisor informed of issues that would impact achievement of a deadline, organizational policy or 
procedure or in consideration of risk management. 

 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES: 

This class specification represents only the core areas of responsibilities; specific position assignments will vary 
depending on the needs of the Department. 

Provides library services and professional support to the public; performs opening and closing 
procedures; responds to inquiries and reference requests; performs reference searches and provides 
resources or referrals; reviews and resolves customer service issues. 

Plans, implements and promotes assigned programs and events; schedules resources; recommends 
and develops library collection for assigned area and monitors related budget; promotes library services 
and performs outreach within the community and with school groups and other organizations. 

Provides technical guidance and instruction to patrons and staff on the use of online catalog and library 
resources, print materials and various related technology and equipment. May assist in recruiting, 
scheduling and training volunteers and reviewing work assignments. 
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ESSENTIAL DUTIES: 

This class specification represents only the core areas of responsibilities; specific position assignments will vary 
depending on the needs of the Department. 

Maintains digital resources and database systems; prepares reports and program documentation; orders 
and maintains program resources; assists with circulation support services as needed. 

Performs other duties of a similar nature and level as assigned. 

 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: 

Master’s degree in library science from an ALA accredited program and two years of public library 
experience. 

 

OR 
 

An equivalent combination of education and experience sufficient to successfully perform the essential 
duties of the job such as those listed above, unless otherwise subject to any other requirements set forth 
in law or regulation. 

 

LICENSING/CERTIFICATIONS: 

None required. 

 

KNOWLEDGE OF: 

 Principles and practices of library program management and collection development. 
 Principles and methods of qualitative and quantitative research. 
 Principles and applications of critical thinking and analysis. 
 Best practices, trends and emerging technologies. 
 Principles and techniques of effective oral presentations. 
 Modern budget practices. 
 Applicable federal, state and local laws, codes, regulations (based on assignment). 
 Customer service principles. 
 Specialized equipment relevant to area of assignment. 
 Modern office technology. 
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SKILL IN: 

 Providing program management, organization and logistics coordination. 
 Performing research and resource referrals to library patrons. 
 Researching industry trends, solutions and best practices. 
 Gathering data, analyzing findings and applying logic and reason. 
 Interpreting, monitoring and reporting financial information and statistics. 
 Monitoring and administering program budget. 
 Coordinating deadlines and prioritizing competing demands. 
 Authoring and preparing original reports, technical documents and presentations. 
 Interpreting and applying applicable laws, codes, regulations and standards (based on assignment). 
 Providing customer service. 
 Utilizing a computer and relevant software applications. 
 Utilizing communication and interpersonal skills as applied to interaction with coworkers, supervisors, 

the general public and others to sufficiently exchange or convey information and to receive work 
direction. 

 

ADA AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS: 

Positions in this class typically require: stooping, kneeling, crouching, reaching, standing, walking, 
pushing, pulling, fingering, grasping, feeling, talking, hearing, seeing and repetitive motions. 

 

Light Work: Exerting up to 20 pounds of force occasionally, and/or up to 10 pounds of force frequently, 
and/or a negligible amount of force constantly to move objects. If the use of arm and/or leg controls 
requires exertion of forces greater than that for Sedentary Work, and the worker sits most of the time, the 
job is rated for Light work. 

 

Working Conditions: 
Work is routinely performed in an indoor, office environment. 

 

NOTE: 

This job classification description is intended to be generic in nature. It is not necessarily an exhaustive 
list of all duties and responsibilities. The essential duties, functions and responsibilities and Fair Labor 
Standards Act (FLSA) designation may vary based on the specific tasks assigned to the position. The 
FLSA is a recommendation only. Final FLSA to be determined by City of Oxnard. 

CLASS HISTORY INFORMATION: 

Draft prepared by Gallagher Benefit Services, Inc. 
Date: (08/13/18) 

 


